
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2021, 01:29:09 PM EST 
Subject: From Isaaq Awale 9151 Bradford Rd Avon concerning DP-21-125 
 

Madam Secretary My name is Isaaq Awale I live where this project is proposed I literally 
live right across over there from Midwest Drive and Bradford Rd.  I have already been 
bothered in court with Browning and Duke and the town with existing warehouse 
concerning how much trouble it is for me to get in and out of my driveway of my 
house.  Just as it is now to put more warehouses there and the same intersection.  It will 
cause many more issues for me and my family for us to safely get in and out of our 
house.  I'm not against the warehouses, but I am having a problem with the Midwest 
Drive being literally like 19 feet away.  Traffic is very bad already out there since that 
new Amazon warehouse went in on Smith Road.  We are running late constantly to our 
appointments trying to get in and out of our drive to our home.  My kids cannot wait for 
the bus due to the semi's turning and they cut into my driveway.  It just doesn't work 
from a safety standpoint as well as congestion.  I don't think Browning and Duke care 
about the residents all they are concerned with is the business side.   I am sure you 
do.  I am requesting and I am against this project going ahead with the drive being 
there.  If they would move the drive and make it safer for me and my family I wouldn't be 
against it.  I only request they move the entrance to a safer place.  The place is an 
intersection with no lights or sign and everybody has the right of way except me getting 
in and out of my house.  It looks like it's going to be qualified for a light.  I don't know if 
you want to put a signal light for someone's home just so they can get in and 
out.  Please let me know if I need to do any more and I will be at the Public meeting. 
Sincerely 
Isaaq Awale 
 


